Crypto Taxes
AMA #28
A weekly report clarifying your main doubts
and questions about crypto taxes in the US
by a crypto expert CPA.
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Disclaimer
The information contained on this report is provided for general information purposes only. It is not
intended nor should it be used as a substitute for tax, audit, accounting, investment, legal or other
professional advice on any subject matter.
Please consult your tax/financial/legal advisor before making any decision or taking any action on
accounting, tax, financial, and legal related matters and issues. All answers are based on simple
situations with assumptions to serve as an educational purpose.
The information provided in this report is subject to change without notice. All information on this
report is provided "as is," and based on current rules, which can change at any time.

Question #1

#1| How should I track crypto staking rewards for
tax purposes?
You can track all your crypto staking rewards by using a crypto tax software like CoinTracking.
You can import the rewards by CSV or API from the exchanges you’re using, by pasting your
address wallet in our dedicated Blockchain imports, or even importing manually.

Learn more about the tax implications of
staking crypto.
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#2| Do I pay taxes when I gift crypto to someone?
In the US, you can give each recipient up to $15,000 worth of crypto as a gift in 2021 without
having to report it or pay any taxes.
Usually, neither the recipient nor the donor need to pay any taxes on gifts. If you are the donor
and you sent someone a gift worth more than $15,000, the annual exclusion amount, you may
need to file a gift tax return.

Learn more about gifting crypto and taxes.
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#3| How is digital art taxed and at what rate?
Crypto, digital art and NFTs are all considered property from a tax perspective in the US.
If you bought the digital art as an investor and later sold it, you will need to recognize capital
gain or loss, depending on the difference between your sales proceeds and cost basis. The tax
rate depends on your holding period (long term vs. short term) and other factors.
If you are the creator of the digital art and you are in the business of creating and selling digital
art, you will need to recognize sales proceeds you receive from the sale of your digital art as
ordinary business income.

Learn all about NFTs in our guide.
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#4| Are rewards spent on paying back a loan's
principal taxed as income?
If you receive staking rewards, you will need to recognize it as income in the US.
Please note that later when you use the reward to pay back the principal of a loan you
borrowed, you do not need to recognize any taxable event. Loan principal payment is never tax
deductible.
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#5| I purchased crypto on Aug. 29, 2020. When do
I get a long-term rate?
In the US, the holding period starts the day after you purchased the coin and ends on the day
you end up selling. In your scenario, you would have to wait until Aug 30th, 2021.

Check the long-term benefits of holding
your crypto.
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Answers by our expert
CPA, Sharon Yip
Sharon has 20+ years of experience in tax and accounting at Big
4 accounting firms and Fortune 500 companies. In 2017, Sharon
became a crypto investor and one of the top crypto tax experts in
the United States. Sharon is the founder of Crypto Tax Advisors,
LLC and the co-founder of Polygon Advisory Group LLC, the
service provider for CoinTracking Full-Service (a dedicated service
for US-based CT users to help them with transaction import,
reconciliation, classification, tax report review, etc).

SIGN UP FOR FULL-SERVICE
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Want to submit a question?
Our tax expert is happy to help you in a future edition of our weekly
AMAs on Twitter for US taxpayers.
Follow us there and tweet at us your question/doubt regarding
#cryptotaxes.

Dm us on Twitter

